
‘ The PostNL plug-in saves me 
hours of time each day!’  Joeri de Wit, owner of  

Zonnebrillenkoning.nl

How does shipping go now?
‘It is now quite simple. I pack up my orders and announce the 
shipment in Shopify with one click. Then my new label printer 
immediately prints the shipping label. I stick it on the letterbox 
package, and at the end of the day, I drop off everything at the 
PostNL point. That’s it! This saves me an enormous amount  
of time each day. And my customers automatically receive 
track & trace emails. Super handy.’

Do you want to save time, avoid errors and send automatic track & trace emails to your customers  
just like Joeri? Then Download the PostNL plug-in in the Shopify app store!

At just 23 years, Joeri de Wit has already built an im-
pressive portfolio of webshops. Zonnebrillenkoning.nl 
is his first webshop that runs on the Shopify plat- 
form. He was looking for a solution which would 
make sending his letterbox packages easier. The 
PostNL Shopify plug-in does just that! Curious about 
Joeri’s experiences with the plug-in?

Easily create shipping labels?
Joeri explains, ‘When the webshop first started, I bought a shipping 
label for every order. I packaged the order, typed the address for the 
label on the parcel, bought a shipping label and went to the PostNL  
point. There, each shipping label had to be scanned separately  
from my phone, which is of course error-prone. At a certain point,  
I had 25 to 50 letterbox packages every day! Sometimes that  

 
took me hours. That had to change.’

Plug-in and play 
Joeri was therefore searching for a connector with PostNL and found 
one in the Shopify app store. Joeri: ‘The installation went very easily.  
I just followed the user guide.’

Plug-in and play shipping
with Shopify

https://www.postnl.nl/campagnes/shopify/

